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Recruitment System
Consolidation to
Oracle HCM Cloud
A large aviation support company had a need to implement
Oracle Recruiting Cloud and Checklists to bring recruitment
processes to their Oracle HCM Cloud platform to join other
HCM functions such as talent management, performance,
career development, compensation and learning.

COMPANY PROFILE
16,000 employees

HCM Recruiting Cloud & Checklists

Located in the USA

OBJECTIVES
A company roadmap was developed to implement one enterprise class
solution for all departments to manage recruiting, onboarding, learning,
compensation, talent management, performance and career development
on Oracle HCM Cloud platform.
Acuity implemented Oracle Recruiting Cloud within the multi-tier / multiple
phased project and moved off the existing Taleo Recruiting and
Onboarding solution.
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SOLUTIONS
The implementation of Oracle Recruiting Cloud and Onboarding
Checklists included pre-boarding and day-one in each process.
Oracle Validated Integration requirements were analyzed and the
potential for any custom partner integrations were evaluated.
Acuity was able to provide solution alternatives which were unique to the
client for each module.
All design and configuration were aligned to seamlessly move data within
the Oracle HCM platform and in between modules to support downstream
processes.
Deliverables include requirements configuration documentation, user
acceptance testing, along with training materials and user guides for each
specific divisional need.

BENEFITS
We streamlined processes and systems by reducing redundant system
support mechanisms .
The company realigned highly customized business processes to industry
standard recommendations .
Ensured the system integrations are setup for streamlining of data and
downstream updates .
The new setup will support the process to retire systems nearing end-oflife, running in silos.
We were able to improve reporting and analysis of system metrics.

" This team has amazing! They were able to tell us what to think about
when making decisions about configurations and processes for the
downline impacts. We never could have done this without their expertise! ”
SELENA V.
Acuity Customer, IT Project Manager
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